
AN ANALYSIS OF THE MANY ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF MARK TWAIN

Mark Twain (born Samuel Langhorne Clemens) was an American author, essayist, and humorist who wrote a series of
famous books including â€˜The Adventures of Tom Sawyerâ€™ and â€˜The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn.â€™. Born
into a humble family in Missouri, he endured a difficult childhood.

Often, Huck finds himself unsure of the morality in either turning Jim in so he can return home as a slave, or if
he should continue assisting Jim in escaping, just as Huck was forced to do. Critics argue that human nature
and fate always overcome our society. Mark Twain has been through the years preceding the Civil War, the
Gilded Age and industrialization, this book explores his attitude and actions during the time period. After
working closely with Ulysses S. Twain's writing is also known for realism of place and language, memorable
characters, and hatred of hypocrisy and oppression. Nevertheless, the novel holds little interest for the mature
reader except in terms of its relationship to the two superior novels that preceded and followed it. Instead, he
saw a more immediate opportunity and persuaded the accomplished riverboat captain Horace Bixby to take
him on as an apprentice. His parents met when his father moved to Missouri , and they were married in  The
courtship dissolved in a misunderstanding, but she remained the remembered sweetheart of his youth. Also, he
smoked cigars constantly, and Susan did not want him to do so in her house. Later that year, Clemens traveled
to England. Twain does a remarkable job of conveying clear details of his plot through dialogue and
describing locations and situations. In , he began working as a typesetter and contributor of articles and
humorous sketches for the Hannibal Journal, a newspaper owned by his brother Orion He began to dictate his
autobiography, which he would continue to do until a few months before he died. Clemens was suffering from
rheumatism in his right arm, but he continued to write for magazines out of necessity. Webster, and embarked
on a four-month lecture tour with fellow author George W. Because Bixby was an exceptional pilot and had a
license to navigate the Missouri River and the upper as well as the lower Mississippi, lucrative opportunities
several times took him upstream. Click on historical marker and interior view. Clemens and William D. The
Civil War severely curtailed river traffic, and, fearing that he might be impressed as a Union gunboat pilot,
Clemens brought his years on the river to a halt a mere two years after he had acquired his license. The couple
lived in Buffalo, New York , from to  He worked briefly as a typesetter in St. No doubt his temperament was
affected by his worries over his financial situation, made all the more distressing by a series of business
failures. He also used his childhood friends in many of his work, such as modeling the character Sid in Huck
Finn after his brother Henry. Visit Website Insofar as Clemens could be said to have inherited his sense of
humour, it would have come from his mother, not his father. Mark Twain had many inspirations that
motivated him to write his novels. Clemens was born in Florida and then later on moved to Hannibal,
Missouri, a Mississippi river port, when he was four years old. Harte also uses minorities.


